The Shroud: A Visual Gospel
SEAM welcomes you to prepare for Christ’s resurrection in this presentation. The focus is on the Visual
Gospel, as Dcn. Andy calls it. Guests will be guided through prophetic Scripture passages describing
Jesus' passion and the corresponding evidence on the Shroud image. His 1985 reflective poem, The Quest
of a Stranger, will be shared. There will be time for questions and exploration of the museum.
Date/Time: Wednesday March 28, 6–8 PM
Location: Shroud Exhibit and Museum, Inc. (SEAM), 923 New York Avenue, Alamogordo, NM 88310
Contacts: (575) 415-5206 or webmaster@ShroudNM.com
Admission: Free - - - free–will donations accepted to support the Museum
Featuring: iSEAM Webmaster & as of Jan. 21st, SEAM Director/President, Dcn. Andy Weiss
About the speaker: The speaker is a professional IT Manager, IT Teacher, SEAM Director/President and
Webmaster & Catholic Deacon. He has a Masters in Religious Education from the New Orleans Loyola
University Extension Program and has studied the Shroud since August 2009 & Scripture most of his life.
In early 2009, he was asked to create http://ShroudNM.com by his good friend Pete Schumacher, VP8
Analyzer expert, with his wife Susan who both founded the museum. His study has challenged &
changed the trajectory of his life and provided new avenues of research & work.
About the museum: SEAM, a 501-c-3 museum, is admission free, featuring a full-sized picture of the
Shroud of Turin, the only VP8 Image Analyzer on open, interactive display and a tactile model for the
sight impaired, Shroud movies and many other features. Dcn Andy is available for on-site or distant
location presentations and/or retreats on a variety of areas about the Shroud.
About the website: It provides a variety of information on the Shroud including original works covering
the VP8 Image Analyzer slideshow (edited by Dcn. Pete Schumacher) and the SEAM Shroud
Presentation on a variety of areas of study. The site also features original research & photographic work,
analysis, links to many other first-rate Shroud websites and a picture tour of the museum for those who
might want to look before the visit. As of 3/5/2018, iSEAM visitors number 81,431 from 109 countries
worldwide and many visitors to the museum.

